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.ABSTRACT'

Automatization, of satellite detection in the SPASUI system
requires a meais of discrim-inating against a large population of
noinsatellite responses. Early i ,the program, a study of SPASUR
automatie gaint, control .(agc;) a mplitude responses led to the devel-opmeft ,of a pattern reognitions system based upOn the inherent

symmetry of a typieal signal due to a satellite pass.,

This report describes the developed r e cogn it i on system,
called the Symiiietr-y Recognition System ' The technical per-
formance of the equipment placed in-operation at the San Diego
Spa c e Surveillanee Station O(S RSSTA), in, November 1961 is
presented. During a ten-hour period On November 6, 106 alerts
were generated, of which 20 were satellites Which Were correctly
ealled symmetricaland 39 were nonsatealites which were rej:eted'.
Symmetry responses were generated on 14 alerts, some of which
may have been due to re miot e, unverified' satelilite passes. No
symmet'ry response, Was given to 33 verified sateliites. Seven of
these passes were missed, due to age pattern distortion by the
SPASUR comb-filter switching action. Of the remaining sighals,
25 were below the age noise- level and could not be examined for
symmetry, and one low-level' short response wus missed due to
rapid signal fluctuations.

it is oncluded! that recent de si gn advances in the SPASUR
system have minimized, the requirement for pattern recognition
processing.

PROBLEM STATYUS

This report competes this phase of the problem, Work On
other phases of the problem continues.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem R02-82
Project RTAD-22-0O1/652-/5434O00OOO

ARPA Order 'No. 7-58

Manuscript submitted September 6, 1962.
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SYMMETRY PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM H

BACKGROUND

Efforts to automatize the mariual evaluation of sigals in the SPSUR sallite detec -

tion system require a means of distinguishing between vlid responses and a large popu-
Iation of returns due to, meteors, their ionized trails, aircraft, and other anomalies, of the
atmosphere or the ionosphere, whether natural or artificial. SPASUR satellite-bountce
signals are) presented in two forms. a set of phase signals representing .the space angle
from which a satellite signal is received; and: automatic gain-control (agc): signal pro-
porti6nal to, the amplitudes of the- signals received in the phase measuring system.

The phase ehainel signals are each characterized by rahndm noise in the absence of
any coherent signal, the amplitude of which reduces to, essentially a dc signal value during
a satellite passage. Since space angles, are to be automatically computed in. real time
from these de values,, supplementary means are necessary to validate the presence of
signals of interest,. The quieting of the phase channels is one means which could be used
in identifying the period or event when the space angle measuremnent is to .be accepted.
Further evaluation and confirmation is necessary before this event can be labeledi as due
to a satellite with a high degree of probability (or with an acceptably low false-alarm
rate). Simultaneous signals at two receiving stations are a reasonably reliable indication
of a satellite pass. The measurement of phase and the rate of change of phase can be

applied as a further aid; in the recognition of satellite-type signals.. Information on fre-
quency shift due to doppler is available in the SPASUR alert System as a by-product of
the cornb4ilter operation.

The analysis of the agc signal offers a positive correlation factor in the identification.
of characteristics associated with true satellite passes. A study of numerous verified
satellite agc Signatures reveals a symmetrical contour approximating the cosine squared

pulse, or sin x,/x form. Nonsatellite signals have nonsinusoidal, patterns in most instances,
thus offering the opportunity for discriminating between the desired and undesired signals.

Some of thepossible approaches to the recognition, of these patterns include the analysis
of the signals' harmonic contents, the normalization .of amplitude and duration and tests
for symmetry, This report concerns the development of a symmetry recognition system
acting upon the SPASUR agc signal.

Although amplitude-vs-time recordings of agc signals due to satellite passes are
basicnlly symmetrical on each side of a line drawn perpendicular to the time axis through
the peak', as in Fig. I(a), a number of signal variables influence the design of a system to
carry out automatic recognition, Perturbations of the signal will be caused by rotation
of the satellite, modulating the reflected signal when resonant antenna elements or specu-
lar surfaces cause reinforcement or cancellation. Faraday rotation effects may produce
variations in the polarization plane, These factors may distort the satellite signature as
in, Figs. 1(b) and (c).. in Fig. 1(d), reflections from meteor trails can distort the symmetry
of a satellite echo, although such occurrences are relatively infrequent. Reflections from
aircraft over the transmitter may produce signatures having one or more lobes, each
resembling a satellite pass as in Fig. 1(b), but, normally of greater duration. A symmetry
recognition system should be able to accommodate these responses to the degree that a
material reduction can be effected in the nonsatellite signals which need be processed by
the data link and the computer,
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Fig, 1 I Typical widebAnd SPASUR .gc responses to satelite
pas§es: (a), ilustration, of the facit that all responss are
baSia ,i.y symmetrik aro uhd the peAk amplitude; (b) epresent-
Ative rad-i-ating satellitel signal; .(c)distorted agc signal due to
overlapping 0f nearly simultanieous satellite pass s; afn d. ,(d)
satellite resvonse digtorted by .meteor reflection

Pattern recognition is one methodi considered for use in identiying a satelite signal
at the receiver. Other metods applicable at the central processor include the use of tri-
apgulation, the measurement of doppler shift and space angle, and: the correlation with
orbital elements of known s atellites. Ea(h contributes to a combined measure of probabil-
ity that a satellite has. been observed.

:SYMMETRY RECOGNITION TECHNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS

In order to measure the point-to-point pattern symmetry of a waveform, a means of
signal storage is required, Magnetic recording was first considered, but the frequenc-ies
of ipnterest may be as low as 0.! cps, well below the direct-recording low-fr equency limit
of about 30 cps. By using the signal to frequency-modulate a suitable carrier, record-
ings can be made from dc up to at least 10 percent of the carrier frequency, A more
,serious problem is the need for a means of rapidly and repetitively scanning the stored
waveform simultaneously both forward and backward in time, starting at the midpoint of

the recording., The scanner outputs would then be followed by the symmetry receognition
circuitry. This would require considerable mechanical development work to provide
properly synchronized contrarotating reproducer heads.. Mechanical wear of both the
tape recording media and the recorder scanning mechanism would be, appreciable, since
continuous operation is necessary.
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An ail-electronic system, to avoid the, mechanical problems of a magnetic tape
recorder, is. feasible in either the digital or analog form. A study of the range of satellite
response signal values indicates, a nominal duration off rom 0,2 secondto 5 seconds and
an amplitude range rept-esenttig 401 db of agc, Figure 2' represents a characteristic satel-
lite response stored! ina 100:-elemeu delay line.. A practical minimun: number -of discrete
periods to be examined for amplitude symmetry over each half of a O.2-sec signal is
approximately five. By extending the examiniiation period to about two seconds, while
.retaining this same resolution, both the shortest and a significant portion of the longer

signals can be included in one recognition system which, stores 100-contiguous 0.02-sec
quantizations of the input.

DELAYIlNE.

CO-UN- CENTER
CI D SCAN

Lu PINON' NSETION-
z

E EN
-- -..... .. .. .... :D V E E

THRlESWX.D

0 ,.0 2.0 AO. O E AGc

100 DELAY UNE ELEMENTS

Fig. 2 - Characteristic satellite response
stored in 100- element d'ela j line

A digital system to accomplish this could be arranged, as in Fig. 3. A anaog-to-

digital converter (ADCON) having a minimum resolution of eight binary digital bits, and
possibly as many as ten bits, provides a continuous conversion of an agc channel, The
eight ADCON bits are connected to a magnetic drum, or an electronically roting store,
by way of a like number of gates which are controlled by a programmeri, The store would
contain ". minimum of 100 eightbit words and would be caused to rotate with respect to
the readin/readout point at a rate of 50 rps as determined by the clock-driven programmer,

Under these conditions, the ck rate would be 5 kc. E]tending the storage to 10 seconds
and doubling the time resolution to 0.01 second would increase the store to 1000 words
and the clock rate to 10 kc. Requiring the store to rotate once for each new word inserted

permits the insertion point to be arbitrarily located. The programmer then times the
insertion of each new word into the store so, that at the "read? output the even .numbered
sequence of words will be scanned " forward' or 4c ockwise" in tire, while the odd sequence
is scanned "backward" or couwnterclockwise., Upon readout, successive pairs of words
are subtracted digitally, and the magnitude- of the remainder represents, the degree of
asymmetry, At this point, a simple threshold decision based upon the absence of any binary
digit greater than some, predetermined value 2k, where 0 > k > n would give a measure of
the symmetry. This operation is continued, examining every word pair in the store for
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Fig. 3- Symmetty kecognition,
System, digftal met hod

every complete store rotations., A counter, advancing once for each positive indication of
symmetry, provides an integrated measure of the degree of symmetry over the entire
scan (one rotation of the store), at the end of which the accumulated count is read out and
the counter is reset to zero.

An analog system, based Upon the block diagram in Fig. 4, was chosen for develop-
ment. The processing steps are quite simila to those shown in Fig. 3, with, the eectronea
ically rotating digital store being replaced by a delay line capable of storing a real-tife
advancing series of de analog signal values, all of which are continuously available for
repetitive scanning. Many factors, such as the cost and procurement time required for
an electronically rotating dig store, the availablity of aog storage and gating designs,
and the flexibility, resolution, and economy of analog functionf6rmi-ng techniques, dictated
the choice of analog methods for the developmental model. Once such factors as the opti-

mum length and resolution of a delay line, the character of the signal processing, and the
nature of the threshold controls have been established through extended in-service exper-
ence, a corresponding digital system specification could be prepared. Where the number

of analog stores (equivalent to words in the digital system)exceeds 100 by an appreciable
amount, the virtually linear increase in costs and size of the analog system begin to sur -
pass the more nearly fixed costs of the digital ADCON, rotating store, and programmer,

Whether analog or digital methods are chosen, several occurrences not associated
with a satellite pass may contibute to a level of symmetry indication which would also be
present with the transit of a true satellite. The normal background level in the delay line
is symmetrical since it approximates a straight line at every time interval, but the
response to this condition is suppressed by an internal scanner threshold and also by the
SPASUR comb-filter system threshold gate which permits an alert pulse to be generated

only when the agc signal-to-noise ratio exceeds 13 db, Calibrate signals are regularly
introduced into the rf portion of the SPASUR system. These are detected as square waves
which are symmetrical, but since they are predictable, a response to these events can be
inhibited. Step-function shifts in the dc level of the agc lines can occur with manual sys-
tem adjustments, or varijables in the performance of the electronics. Level-correcting

techniques are incorporated to normalize the agc signals against most anomalies which
may be encountered. The remaining nonsatellite signals which occasionally show sym-
metry are lightning discharges, overdense meteor trails, and responses from the moon,
sun, and radio stars.
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Fi.g,. 4: .- Symmetr-y Recognition
System~, anailog method

Timte thr esholds are usefuli in redu~cing the ,number of responses .to nOnsateiite
sour~ices. Requiring the SPASUR Alert signal to .persist for 0,.2 second befor-e ,enabing

~~the symmetry threshold outtputt to tranSmit a recognition pulse perm tits the exclusion ,of
! ~shorter meteor and, random-noise symmetry responses withOut losing satlitRe responses,

since satellite Signals normall.y exceed this, lower limnit.

ANALOG TECHIQUE APPROACH,

B~as ed ltargely upon the scanning and storage techn_ iques described in Ref. 1, the
Symmetry Recognition System configuIration shown in Fig. 5 was proposed. 'The SPAS UR

jert agc, which is deriVed from the comb-filter channels, is chosen in Preference to the;
agc of the phase channel gated by the alert Signal since the former should always contain
more of the rise and fall times of the signal, especially the criica short-duration sig-
nals in the vicinity of 0.2 second. Early samples of the phase channel agc showed con-
siderable amplitnde distortion due to the rapid random switching action of the comb fite r.
This signal is fed to the poles of 100 mercury-wetted contact relays, chosen because of
their 2-ms operating speed and their excellent contact reliabiit under "dry-circuit"
conditions. Each relay output c ontact is connected to a low-loss 0.1 -mfd storage capaci-
tor so that *hen the relay is pulsed, the capacitor will be charged to the value of the agc
appearing on the pole at that istnt By sequentialy pulsing each relay at 20-ms inter-
vals, a 2-sec record of the signal is stored as 100 quantized levels. The potential at each
capacitor is measured by a low-grid-current cathode follower, permitting each of the
capacitors to be measured without disturbing the stored values. Dutring the capacitor
charging period, the associated cathode follower is included w ithin the feedback loop of
the insertion driver aimpli fier in order to correct for its bias and gain errors.

Electronic switches are programmed to sample pairs of cathode followers, beginning
each cycle with those foll1owers connected to capacitors 49 and 50. Capacitor number 1
represents the capacitor, storing the most recent agc value, and number 100 represents
the value two seconds into the past. After 200 microseconds, capacitors 49 and 50 are
switched = off and the next pair, 48 and 51, are activated for .a like period., Continuing in
this manner for 50 operations over a 10-ms period brings the two scanners to the outputs
of numbers 1 and 100, respectively, thus completing one scan of the stored signal. The
outputs of these two gates become inputs to a comparator, which will give a standardized
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output when the input voltages are within t5 percent Of each other. During this scan
period, each of the% two, inputs must exceed an, adjustable minimum thlreshold in order to,
alloW the' eomparator to operate,. At the comparator output there is a series of pulses
for each. 10-ms per iodl only when a symmetrical signal exeeeding the scanner thresholds
is located with, its, axis, of symmetry at the center of the delay line., These, pulses, when
averaged, represent a tirme-varying measure of the degree Of symmetry.

A threshold applied to the comparator output can be made to operate at a predeter-
mined level of symmetry :for afl signals. It i-s evideit that with a typical satellite signal
the measure of symmetry would pass through a sharp maxinum since the axis of symmetry
coincides with the center of the delay line. This suggests that the center of the signal can
be accurately determined ;by differentiation, thereby dcefining the point where the: slope of
the signal waveform, reverses sig. The ",slope reversal Will aways occur 1 secod

(one-haf of the length, of the delay line) after its oceurrence in real time regardless of
the length of the signal, even if it extends out to 10 seconds, When the decision threshold
is applied to, the slope-reversal output instead of the undifferentiatedr comparator Output,
a further benefit is possibe since some, nonsatellite Signals may possess considerable
sy mmetry but will not follow the rapid slope - reversal characteristic of all satellite
responses.

The symmetry decision is rendered as a normalitedpulse or ,contact closure for a
nominal period of 150 milliseconds.,

SYSTEM DESIGN

The completed Symmetry ReC0gnition System H was assembled in one standard rack
cabinet, as shown in Pig. 6(a ). At the top of the cabinet are located the three vacuum-
tube power supplies providing i150 volts, +100 volts, and -50 volts. Next, the monitor
oscilloscope and its input control panel below provide rapid access to the primary wave-
forms to facilitate checking adjustments and other operating conditions. The deilay line
control chassis carries the amplifiers, multivibrators, and logic fo, the insertion and
readout of signals stored in the deay line. it is followed by the process contro chassis
containin the input de level corrector, event detector, and symmetry measuring and
decision circuits. The next five chassis contain the Beam-X (BX) magnetic beam counters
and the scanner diode matrix which time all readinwreadout functions associated with the
operation of the delay line, The large chassis at the bottom contains the signal insertion
relays and their associated driver logic, the capacitors constituting the delay jine stores,
and the associated readout cathode folloWers. A rear view of this cabinet is shown in
Fig, 60(b), where the preamplifier and the relay drive logic matrix are located along with
the remaining power supplies.

Figure 7 shows some of the construction techniques employed in the Symmetry

Recognition System H. Typical of the process and delay line control chassis is the "card"
mounting shown in detail in Fig. 7(a).. Each circuit is mounted on a prepunched terminal
board, which in turn is SUpported on an alum,inum plate, ACtive heat-producing transistors
and vacuum tubes are fastened directly to the plate, which serves as a heat sink and affords
shielding when mounted adjacent to other similar circuitry, Folded tabs on each end of
the plate support a connector plug and provide a withdrawal handle. Thirteen assembled
plates or cards can be inserted in a 3 1/2-in, standard rack width chassis containing
matching slide-in channels. The chassis provides electrical and thermal paths for shield-
ing and heat removal. Adequate space is available for components and wiring exernal to

the circuit cards. Figure 7(b) shows two examples of subminiature vacuum tube circuits,
while Fig. 7(c) demonstrates the abplication of Nuvistor triodes and a Nuvistor tetrode to
high-gain dc amplifier circuits, Mercury-wetted relays have also been card-mounted in
two, forms, shown in Fig. 7(d).
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(a) ('bl

Pig. 6, - symetry Recognition System HI equipmernt: (a) front yePw, ()rear view
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(ha)

ig. 7 - Some construction details of the
rack-mounted Syretry Re c o gnit ion
System I: (a) chassis co-lstruction show-
ing circuit plug-in cards. An extension
card permits s e r v i c in g a circuit card
while in use;'(b) circuit card construction
deta is sh wi ng four c a pa c ito r store

cathode-follower-s above, and the inhibit
and insert units for the 9,9-count and
101-count logic below; (q) circuit card
construction details showing the Inser-
tion Driver unit below, and the Compar-
-ator unit above. Both triode and tetrode
Nuvistor tubes are used in the high-
performance operational amplifiers; and
(d-) mercury-wetted relay card assem-
blies for store cathode-follower input-
output control and for insertion delay.

• (d)
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AGC SIGNAL SOURCE

The 'completion of the pattern, recognition equipments was scheduled for about the time,
of the SPAsU'R comb-filiter system installation, thereby affording no opportunity to observe
the range of signal characteri stics ,of the latter during the design periodof the former.

A review of the SPA.sUR combfibilter design showed it to be, composed of eleven, narrow-
'bimd inteArmedate-frequency amplifiers, each driving a group, of narrower bandwidth dcon-
tiguous filters. A total of 161 filters of this, type divide the l'6-kc bandwidth of each base-
!line receiVing system into, slots ofly I00 cps wide, prior to detection. Although each slot or
comb "oothO is folowed by a detector and, further postdetection filtering, the development
of I61 agc networks was considered unnecessary. Accordinglyi, age was developed and
applied in eac,.h of the eleVen preceding group i-f amplifiers. Each of the eleven a'gc's thus
developed! control the signal level for seven to six-teen filter "teeth."

As a result of this review, it Was agreed that eleven emitter-followers would be
installed by the contractor tol provide group-agc outputs for pattern recogniion. The sig-

nal levels wouldi be about -0,5 volt maximu-m riding on a "4.0 volt bias. Signal-to-noise
ratio computations indicated' the group agc signal woud :be 12' to 13 db poorer than the
corresponding individual comb tooth at the output of its postdetection lO-cps filter. 'In
spite of this, pessimistic outlook, some hope: was held in the fact that the comb-fibRter sys-
tem was to be set to, respondi With an alert signal only when, the signal-to-noise ratio
exceeded 12 db.

A groUp agc selector shown in Fig. 8, Was designed to select a sHingle agc output when
it rose above the common threshold, leveIg of its neighbors. The Siga first must be
amplified by a factor of 10 and then biased ,So as to 'be, re6frenced to ground in order to
meet the Ievel reluirementS of 'the pattern recogniin inputs. It was determined that
6-v gating pulses, designating the narrowband filter group responsible for an alert pulse,
Wer' to be available Iro.im the Automatic Digital Data As-emblr Sstem ( D ). ro-
VisionS were included to allow one of eleven such pulses to: gate c"on" a single amplifier,
thus excluding any, of the noise contributions from the other ten ac-'s. If these .gating
pulses are not available the diode summing network included, in the group agc selector
will always Select the largest amplitude sign,

The need for low"drift-rate, dc, operational amplifiers led to the choice of Philbrick
P-2 solid-state amplifieis., which are chopper-stabilized An output amplifier provides
a Iow-impedance source and may be connected for either signal polarity. Controls include

individual group gain and bias settings as well as selected output gain and bias adjustments.

INPUT AND DELAY LINE

Delay Line Switching

The control of the delay line proper is accomplished by four decade counters, labeled
BX-1 through BX-4,, which are driven by a 5-kc clock. These counters drive the signal
inserting relays through a set of transistor buffers and a diode logic network, as shown
functionally in Fig. 5.. The block diagram of the delay line control counters is shown in

Fig. 9. Each BX counter is driven by a flip-flop, which in turn is driven by the preceding
decade counter, or by the clock '(Fig. 10), in the case of BX-. BX-1, BX-2, BX-3, and
BX-4 are the basic delay line control counters. BX-I and BX-2 divide the clock .pulse
repetition rate by 100 in order to provide the pulse rate to BX-3 and BX-4, which control
the siwitching of the signal into the delay line. If the unit was to be a delay line without a
scanning function between signal insertions, B'X-1 and BX-2 would not be required, and
the clock could be run at 50 pps. Since the delay line is scanned once in both directions
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Fig. 8 - Group age selector block diagram

during each insertion time increment, BX-5 andr BX-6 and BX-7 and BX4B are required
to perform the scanning switching function. Because each storage element holds the sig-
nal sample for the full time of the delay (2 seconds), the starting point of the scanners
must be rotated at the same rate as the point of signal insertion. This is accomplished
by removing one pulse from each 100 to the BX-5 and BX-6 counters and by adding one
pulse to each 100 to the BX-7 and BX-8 counters (see Figs. 9 and 11). This has the effect
of causing the starting point for the Scanner counters to advance "clockwise" with respect

to the delay stores one Step for each signal insertion period of 20 millisecond. The inhibit-
ing of one pulse for each scan by BX-5 and BX-6 is accomplished by setting the inhibit
flip-fop with a pulse from amplifier T' - T 2 (the superscript gives the BX number and the
subscript gives the target number on that BX counter). The fljp-flop inhibits each 100th
pulse from the clock to BX-5 and BX-6. The delayed pulse T2 resets the flip-flop in order
to release the inhibit. The delayed T pulse is gated through to BX4. This pulse, which
is delayed for a period of 10 us so that the counter will properly count the extra puse,
causes BX-7 to receive one extra count per scan. The net effect is that when the BX-5
and BX-6 counters are logically connected to scan backwards through the delay line stores,
and BX-7 and BX-8 are logically connected to scan forward through the delay line stores,
their starting point advances forward through the stores one step each scan. Details on
this sequencing and the scanner logic are given in the section "Inhibit and/or Insertion
Waveforms.r

Decade Counters

The wiring schematic of one of the eight counters is shown in Fig. 12. The decade
counter tbe Vi is a magnetic beam switching tube of the BX-1000 (6710) type (see Bur-

roughs Beam-X brochures BX-535 and 535A). The counter is made to advance by trigger-
ing the flip-flop consisting of tubes V2 and V3. The plates of the flip-flop, are coupled to
the BX-1000 even and odd grids through cr differentiating networks, thus causing these
BX-1000 grids to be driven alternately by negative pulses. When a particular target is
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conducting, say T0,, and the even.grids, are driven by the negative pulse from, the, flip-flop
To is, cut off and, T,1 then, conducts, When, the odd ,grids ire then driV-en, by a negative
pulse, T I cuts off andi T2.conducts. This, process continues, as long, as the flip- lop is
triggered. When T9 cuts off T 0 conducts and the switching tube repeats the cycle., In the
case of operation, with the delay line,, rmethOds of automatically starting and, resetting the
magnetic beam, switching tubes are necessary. The magnetic beam, switching tube con-
ductfion has to be started by lowering the voltage on the spade voltage associated with the
selected starting target., In this casej, the selected' target is the zero (T,0 ) target. The
starting feature is accomplished! by V5 in Fig. 12. When the power is applied to the
BX-000, ,no target is 1condUcting, allowing the, cathode of V5 to: be at a low potential. V5
conducts andcauges the .ero spade (So)' voltage to -be lowered, causing the zero target
(To ) to'conduct. When the target starts conducting, Lhe cathode of V5 is raised: and, V& is
cut off. A lead from, the plate of V5 also couples to the driving flip-flop such that the
flip-flop is, set to the correct condition for Causing the BX4 1000 to advance when the next
input pUlse is applied' to the flip-flop. The tube V4 is, used for resetting the counters and
for maintai ning the synchron zation of the scanner counters BX-5, BX-6, BX-7, andi BX-8.
Reset is acfomplishedi by cutting V4 ,off with the. reset pulse from BX-4 through the lcoer
responding delay MV '(Figs, 9 and. 11). When V4 cuts off, the BX-1000 is cut off. The
action, of V53, described above, restarts the counter, at the correct position. In, this manner,,
the scanners are resynchronized; each 2 seconds, and: the system automatically starts
itself when the, power is turned on.

Pulse Amplifiers

The wiring schematics of the pulse amplifiers in Fig. 9- are shown in Fig. 13. The
tubes are normally cut off, and the output is, an amplified pulse formed from the logic net-
work at each input to the pulse afplifiers. In each, case, the oput pulse correspnds to,
the instant when a Counter target is going from the conducting State to the nonconducting
state, For example, the T2 pulse occ0urs when target 9 of BX-2 cuts off. The control
pulses from the other three pulse. amplifiers are formed by the logi network gatjn one
target signal from the unit counter (the higher speed counter) by another signal from the
ten counter (see Fig. 9). For example, the 99/101 count per sc-an puse is formed from the
cutting off of target 8 o BX-I (Ti) after being gated :by tget 9 on BX-2 (T2). This cor-
resPondsto the etra ,puise position in, the delay line scanners. The other control pulses
are formed in a sim-Ilar manner.

Diode Logic Matrix and input Buffers

The di ode logic network and the transistor input buffers for analog signal insertion
into the delay line are shown in Fig, 14. The buffers are NPN transistors whose bases
are connected to the BX counter targets through 47-K resistors.. Only one target on each
counter is conducting, and the transistors connected to these conducting targets are cut
off., The transistor collectors drive the diode logic network, which is ,set up in the form
of a matrix. As the B.X-3 and BX-4 counters advance through, their count, the buffers are
connected to the diode m atrix such that. the outputs of the matrix advance sequenti4'Iy 00
through 99,, as shown in Fig. 14. The Qutputs of the matrix are normally low (approxi-
mately 46.8 volts) except at one point which corresponds to the logica "and" of the non-
conucting buffers. 'This point is high (approximately zero volts) and' drives the transistor
P, which energizes the selecteddelay line relay driver transistor (Rij,),, as shown in

Fig, 15. When the transistor ,(R conducts, the corresponding relay is energized. All
of the relay drive transistor emitters' are connected to a common line which in turn con-
nects to, ground through an inhibit transistor (Inh--1), which is normally conducting. This
transistor's base is driven 'by the inserting transistor O(nh4,) such that Inh-1 cuts off all
the relay drive trans is rs for 2 milliseconds after a step advance in the delay line control.
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This control pulse comes from the instrtiot, delay MV, which is described later., The
purpose of the 2-ms inhibit (Inh-2)' 'of the, relays is, tOl insure the opening of the, mercury
wetted, relay eontacts before, the next relay in the control -se ene is energized. T his
prevents shorting between storage capacitors during the transition- pe-riod when the delay
line advances one, step, In the actual construction four double-pole relays Were mounted
on one card, as indicated in Fig. I.5 and the lower unit in Fig, 7(d)L. The storage ,cathode-
followers were also mounted four to. a unit, as showt, in the, wiring schematic in Fig. 1.6
-and at the, top in Fig. 7(b). The storage, cathod-fololoWers use 61,11 'tubes at the input and!
ate operated at oe-,half heater voltage. 'The input section of each cathode follower is then
bootstrapped through the intereonnecting NE-68A neon burbs from ,the output cathode fol-
lower in, order to keep the input section, in the very low gr-id: current region 'of operation(2).
The grid current of these readout cathode followers is less than 10 " amperes and, con
sequently, have negligible effect on the accuracy of the Stored. value during 'the 2-sec
storage period.

SIGNAL INSERTION

The input circuits to the delay line and, the. delay Iine eircuits are shown in Fig. 5.
The normal age signal is amplified, and the input driftS are removed by the dc level cor-
rector and stabilizedd amplifie , The drift coetottr uses two low-noise soli&state
Philbrick type P-2 operational amplifiers, as shown, in Fig. 17. Additional gain is pro-
vided by two, cascaded: dc amplifiers which are cho-pper stabilized, as shown in Fig. 18.
Figure 18(a) shows the intereonnections 'between. the dual d-c amplifter unit and the dual
ac amplifier unit which connect the two units to 'the Stabilized; de amplifier section shown

in Fig. 5, The unit shOwn in Figi 18(b) consists of a dual dc amplifier unit, and: a dual ac
amplifier unit is shown in Fig. 18(c), The output of the stabilized amplifier provides the
input to the insertion driver.

The insertion driver interconnections with the delay line stores ate shown in Fig. 19.
The delay line relay contacts at the inputs of the storage capacitors and the outputs of
cathode followers are controlled by the Aelay line counters I through 4, as explained under
Delay Line Switching. The insertion delay relay contacts in unit No. 1 in Fig, 19 operate
each time one of the delay line store rel ays operate. The insertion delay relav contacts
are timed to close after the se'eted store relay contacts close and to open before the
store relay contactS open. 'Thus, in the period during which the inserton dealay contactS
and the selected Store contacts are closed i, the storage capacitor is charged to a voltage
such that the output of the readot cathode follower is made equa to the input signa to

the insertion driver. Because the, delay line is 2 secondS 'in length and consists of 100
sections, the cycle time for each store is 20 milliseconds, Because of the operating times
of the relays, the insertion delay relay contacts are closed approximately 6 to 12 milli-
seconds during the middle portion of 'the 20-ms period. This insures no contact overlap
due to relay operate time and the contact bridging- common to: the mercury-wetted contacts
used in the relays. Appendix A gives the analysis of how the various offset voltages and

gain errors of the cathode followers are corrected in, the actual signal insertion process.

The insertion driver unit ctircuit is shown in Fig. 20. A single-pole double-throw
switch is provided for accepting either a positive or a negative signal. The two inputs
are attenuated such that the final inserted signal magnitude is the same regardless of the

input polarity chosen. A zero adjustment is provided at the negative input. A positive
feedback potentiometer 8 is provided' so that the open loop gain of the overll amplfier

an, be made large (greater than '5000). The negative feedback loop includes two lOK
resistors and, external to, points 5 and 8 on Fig, 20r, the selected relay, capaqior, and
cathode follower. The junction of the two 109K resistors connects to the insertion driver
output through two avalanche diodes (1N714) connected; back-to-back, These diodes pre-
vent the amplifier from saturating during the switching transition period. (The principle

of operation of the insertion driver is given in Appendix A.) The circuit wich provides
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the timing for controlling the intsertion, delay relay is shown in Fig. 21i, and the insertion,
delay relay circuit is shown in Fig. 22. In Fig. 21,L the inhibit multivibrator (MV1) is
,driven by the output I('1) of the BX-2 coufnter. MVI provides a 2-ms pulse (Inh-2)) which
inhibits the, energizing of all of the delay line store relays , (Pigs,, 15, and 19)r. This allows
al of the relay contacts to pen before the ,next delay line Store is connected to 'the inser-
tion, driver. MVI then drives MV2 which provides a 2-,ms delay, thus allowing the selected:
store relay to close before triggering MV3 which then activates the Insertion. delay transis-
tor relay driving circuit for 6 to 12 fnilliseconds (Fig. 22), At the end of 20 milliseconds,
MVI is, again triggered, and tAe above is repeated for the next delay line signal insertion.

INHIBIT AND/OR INSERTION WAVEFORMS

The Burroughs beaf switching tube counters (BX-5, BX-6 and, BX-7, BX-8) which
drive the 99 and' 101scanner diode logic, cireuits are driven by pu s'es generated by the
inrhibit and/or insertion plug-in unit of Fig. 23. This unit consists of -(a) two Schmitt
trigger circuits, each of which is c0ntinuously driven by the 5-kc Clock pulse generator,
(b) a flip-flop Inhibit circuit, which is controlled by an external set pulse (T, Tq 1 from
the pulse generator (Figs. 9 and 13), and (c)) a 46"s delayed reset ptise (T") from MVi
(Figi 24), The flip-flop inhibits the. 100th clock pulse, thus allowing VX45 and BX-6 to
count to 99 during each insertion period. The 40L /s delayed T2 reset pu, se which,
drives the flp-flop inhibit coircuit, lso provides an additional pulse to the -101-coant
Schmitt circuit through a .diode OR gate, Therefore, the 99-count counters (BX5 and:
_BX-6) are retarded a count each cycle, and the 10l count counters (BX-7 and BX-8) are
advanced one count each cycle during each signal insertion period. A timing waveform
diagra, is shOwn in Fig. 25.

The Output waveforms of the counter tubes BX-.5, BX-6, BX"7, and BX-8 are buffered
and inverted by the scanner gate driving circuits, two of which are shown in Fig 26, one
each for the tens count and the units count. There are ten similar gate driving circuits
associated with each of the four counters BX 5, BX-6, B1X7, anad BX. , Each of the gate
driving outputs drives ten logic diodes, which form a part of the overall diode Iogic matrix
shown in Fig. 27.

The delay line storage units (Fig, 16) are nunmbered from double zero (00) through
ninety-nine (99). The 99-count matrix is arranged so that the beginning of the scan is at
store 49 and decreases numerically through store 00 and stops at store 51. This is shown
in the coning matrix for the 99 CCW in Fig. 27. The 101-count matrix is arranged so
that the beginning of the scan is at store 50 and advances through store 99 and stops at
store 50. The beginning of each succeeding scan is therefore advanced by one store numr-
ber. This sequence continues until the starting point of both scanners advance through
each of the 100 storage elements of the delay line, requiring a total of two seconds. When
the starting point of the scanner operation returns to the 00 store, the scanner counters
are reset to the initial start position. This insures synchronization of the scanner counters
for each two second period. .4

The detailed counter timing sequence for the counters is shown in Fig, 28. The loca-
tions of the inhibit pulse, extra inserted pulse, and the one-per-two-second reset pulse
are indicated. The scanner counting matrices shown in Fig, 27 indicate the. counter posi-
tions at the start of the first scan after each 2-sec reset.

The output of each of the scanner gating drive circuits shown in Fig. 26 connects to
ten diodes, which are logicaly connected: to the scanner diode analog gate circuits shown
in Fig. 27. The scanner gating drive circuits all normal!y conduct, except for one in each

tens count and one in each, units count counters. When the gating drive circuits 'are conduc-
ing, the junction of the diodes in the analog gate is low and the gate is closed (diodes cut
off),. The diode logic. allows -only one analog gate to open for each count in the counting
sequence of the scan process.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING

Event Detector

Random noise in the agc signal has a degree of sym metry related: to the threshold
tolerances of the comparator therefore a means of limiting sohie of the nonsatellite corn'-
parator responses is necessary. The Class of signals of less than, 02-second' duration
may be ignored by the symmetry processing section since the SPASUR System geometr
precludes satellite responses, of this short a duration These signals are inhibited by the
event detector and the T + I circuit, indicated in Fig, 5i A more detailied interconnecting
'operating diagram is shown in Fig, 29. The event detector uses a dual de amplifier unit
(see Fig. 18(b)) and an RC time ,delay circuit. The, agc signal is applied to, the point la beled
E3,, the input to the first dc amplifier which is connected to form :a Schmitt-type circuit
with very small hysteresisi This is accomplished by using a pair of series-connected
avalanche diodes With their cathodes joined, forming the first amplifier feedback loop,
When the signal goes above the, threshold determined by the voltage at E6, the amplifier
output which wAs high :(+30 volts) now goes low (-30 vorts), beinig limnited in either case
by the breakdown of one of the avalanche diodes. The transition from high state to low
state is relatively fast, being on the order of 50 microseconds. The Output returns to the
high state when the input signal goes below thresholdi The output of this first dc ampli-
fier, which is now a th-eshold detector, cuts off the 7586 vacuum tube which is shunting
the I 1zf capacitor. When this tube is cut off sufficiently long (0.2 second in this case),
the voltage across the capacitor becomes sufficiently high to trigger a second threshold
detector similar to the one described above. This second threshold detector's output is,
normally w10 (-30 volts) and goes high (+30 volts) when its threshold, as determined by the
Voltage at E5, is exceeded. Two single-pole double-throw switches are provided at the
input to this second threshold detector. For the operation described above, these switches
would be in the internal and negative-polarity positions. When used externalLy the second
threshold detector can be made to go high from an external event detector, and the polarity
switch accommodates either polarity of external input. The output of the second thresh-
old detector (E4) drives a relay circuit (Fig. 19), which provides a switch closure for
external event indication from the Symmetry Recognition System.

Because the delay line is two seconds in length, a means must be provided to allow
the event-causing signa to advance to the center of the line before the comparator is
inhibited. If a signal is shorter than 2 seconds, the event detector output (either external
or internal) will end before the center of the signal reaches the center of the delay line.
BY adding a circuit which provides an output which persists for one second after the end
of the event, the above difficulty is 0vercome. The T 1 circuit indicated in Fig. 29, and

schematically in Fig, 30, takes the event detector output and stretches it for one second.
A second input is provided to. the T+ 1 circuit from the scanner threshold detector (to be
described later). A pair of single-pole double-throw switches is provided to operate the
T + from the event detector and/or from the scanner threshold detector. The output of
the T+ 1 circuit goes to the "AND' circuit indicated in Fig, 5, and shown schematically in.
Fig. 31, for use in inhibiting the scanner output comparator circuit. The T +I circuit

consists of two Re charging circuits which drive a diode "AND" circuit (see Fig. 30).
When the output of the "AND" circuit goes low (,due to the presence of two high inputs to
the T + 1 circuit), the Schmitt circuit provides an output which goes low (from +30 volts to
-70 vols). The proper dc levels at the T + 1 output are provided by the constant voltage
NE-68SA bulbs.

Comparator and Slope Reversal Processing

The scanner output signals, as indicated in Fig. 5, are applied to the two lines desig-
nated D1 and D2 in Fig. 31. The terminating 2-M resistors for the scanner diode gates
connect to the -150-v supply. These two lines, Dl and D2, are the inputs to the comparator
unit and to the logical "AN" circuit for the scanner threshold detector.
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The logical "AND" circuit causeS the grid of the buffer cathode follower to assume
the lowest of the two DL and' D2. input voltages, When this voltage goes Above a preset
threshold (determined by the potentiometer Z,I),- the first amplifieroutput 'goes high at D6
and the output of the second amplifier goes low At D 'i0 This threshOld! detector is the
same type as that used in the event detector circuit and also uSes 'the dual dc amplifier
Scircuit shown in Fig. 18(,b)l. When D6 is loW, the flip-flop consisting 'of Vi and: V2 is, held
in. the reset condition, (VI nonconducting)'. A T 'puls-e which occurs at the start of each
scan of the delay line, iS presented to the plate of VI through a diode, gate. When, D6 goes
high, indicating the presence of a signal at the center of -he delay line, the flip-flop will
then be triggered to the set condition :(V2 noncondu'ctingy by the next T' pulse. When the
V2 plate goes highi, the second output (DI) of the threshoild deteetor can then go low. The
DIO output coabinesin a logical "AND circuit With the T + I signal inserted: atD, and
when both are low,, the inhibit on the comparator circuit is, released A Second input to,
the grid of Vi called the backscan inhibit is driven by the T' - T pulse Which resets the
flip-flop When the scanners reach the, ends, of the delay line in their scanning operation
The resetting of the flip-flop causes D10 ,to be driven, high, thus reestablishing the inhibit
on the comparator. This alOWs the comparator to operate Upon the scanner output signals
over the Scanning of the de!ay line fromf the Center to, the ends only, The flipliop is Again
set at the ne t T pulse if D6 remains high; this operation Will roninue as long as D6
remains high, thus indidating a signal which, compIetely fills the delay line. If the signal
is ragged, such that D6 goes low during a part of the scantning period, the flip-flop resets
and the coMparator Is inhibited for the remainder of the scan period. This operation is
called the scan dropout cOntrOl. This mitimizes random, comparison outputs during periods
in Which the signal in the delay line contains a ,age Amount Of noise or has not reached
the center of the delay line. The inhibit line to the comparator is differentiated and pro-
vides a pulse output at D5. This pulse is the El pulse shown in Figs. 5, 19, and 32 and
indicates that the processing section is acting on a signal in the delay hiuie. Figure 32 is
the schematic diagrafm of the dual 150-ms multivibrAtor circuits for driving the output
relay circuits.

The input lines DI and D2 in Fig. 31 also connect to the comparator inputs. The com-
parator circuit shown 'in Fig. 33 consists of two cascaded difference amplifiers (V1 through
V4), followed by a diode "AND" circuit and a Schmnit trigger circuit (V5), Wen the input
voltages at Dl and D2, Fig. 31, are equa, the plate voltages of V3 and V4 in Fig. 33 will
be balanced and the input to the Schmitt circuit through the diode "AND" circuit will be At
its lowest value. When this condition exists, the output of the Schmitt circuit will be high
provided that the comparator inhibit is removed at V6. When V6 conducts. the output of
V5 is held low. If a delay line signal is present, V6 would be cut off during the scanner
inhibit release period, as just described. Whenever the votages on lines D! and D2,
Fig. 31, become equal during this p'eriod, the comparator output goes high and: remains
high so long as Dl and D2 voltages remain equal The output of the comparator is clamped
at ground when low.

The output of the comparator goes to a low-pass filter (see Fig. 5 a nd Point 16 in
Fig. 34) and is then amplified by a gated amp-ifier. Wen a signal is present in the delay
line, the T + 1 signal is formed. This T + 1 signal drives the buffer cathode follower at
14, as shown in Fig. 34, The output of the cathode follower allows the gated amplifier
(which is one section of a dua dc amplifier, as shown in Fig. 18(b))to amplfy the output
of the filtered comparaor output. The norma output of the gated amplifier is set at a
negative voltage such that the diode connected, to its output is kept nonconducting. This
voltage level is set by Z3 when there is no comparator output,
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When. there is a comparator output, the output is averaged by the filter and then
amplified. If the comparator output persists for a sufficient length .of time (the signal in
the delay line is symmetrical), the diode at the output of the gated amplifier conducts and!
drives the input to the analog differentiator. This differentiator uses the second dc ampli-
fier in the dual amplifier uniti if the signal in the delay line is symmetrical, the output of
the gated a mplifier will build up smoothly to a maXimum and decrease smoothly back to
the zero level. The slope reversai, which takes place at the maximum output of the gated
amplifier, becomes a relatively large positive going wavefront at the output of the. dif-ferentiator. This waveform is coupled to the oinput of a Schmitt trigger circui in the slope

reversal switch shown in Fig, 35. The slOpe-reversal switch unit also contains a flip-
flop V3 which is, set by 'the T + I signal so that the flip-flop allows 'the input Schmitt circuit
(Vi) to' respond on the first positive-going wavefront from the differentiatori The output
of the Sehmitt circult is differentiated and triggers a one-shot multivibr ator V2. The
output ,Of this mu tivibrator drives a buffer imultivibrator '(Fig. 19 and; Fig. 32), which in
turn causes a relay circuit in the delay relay unit (Fig. 22) to operate indicating by a
switch closure that a slope-reversal took place. The output of the slope-reversal multi-
vibrator also resets the flip-flop '(V3)' so that the input Schmitt circuit is inhibited until
the T+ 1 signal ends and! again reoccurs.

DELAY LINE READOUT

In order to obtain a delayed reproduction of the input signal so that we can permanently
record the performance of the delay line, a delay line readout circuit was provided, as
Shown in, Fig. 34 The Output of the 101 CW scanner bus drives a buffer cathode follower
at II. This signal is amplified and drives the delay line readout switch 110 in Fig. 34. A
gating pulse Ti - T2s at 13 gates the amplified scanner signal through the switch to a hol-
ing circuit at the instant that the 101 CW scanner is reading the oldest agc signal sample.
The utput of the holding circuit is amplified and 'becomes the delay line output at 12, The
Unit No, 1 amplifiers are a dual unit, as Shown in Fig, 18(b). The delay line readout switch
is shown in Fig. 36.

In Fig. 36, the Switch consists of a pair Of 7586 tubes connected platesa-to-eathodes
at the 0.1- f holding capacitor. The switch is controlled by one shot multivibrator MV2

which provides the sampling duration. MV2 is driven by MVl, MV1 provides the neces-
sary delay for allowing the switch to sample during the center of the scanner dwell period.

MONITOR

The purpose of the monitor is to allow an overall system check from one central loca-
tion. The monitor panel incorporates a signal simulator, a null voltmeter, and an oscil-
loscope switching network.

Signal Simulator
The signal simulator consists of a clock motor geared to 4 rpm which gives a basic

15-second period in 360 degrees of revolution. The output shaft is coupled to a 360-degree
potentiometer and a cam. The cam operates a normally open microswitch causing the
mot-or to run until the 360-degree cam returns to the rest position, allowing the switch to
open. The miproswitch is bridged by two switches: one is a mode switch, the other a
start switch. With the mode switch in the normal position (open), a momentary operation
of the start switch will start the motor, causing the cam and potentiometer to rotate
through 360 degrees. With the mode switch closed, the motor operates continuously.
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The 360-degree potentiometer is certer tapped to a bias nevtwork providing a voltage
of approdmately 37 volts. The ends of the potentiometer are held at ground potential
The wiper in rotating through 360 deg~rees and passes from, zero ,potential through 37 volts
back t-oground in 15 s'econdS thus providiig a triangular waveform The wiper output is
fed into a six-position switchi, which ,contains a, series of Zener reference and biasing
diodes (see Fig. 37),. The breakdown values of the reference diodes were chosen to pro-"
vide the proper signal time ,base. 'The original triangular waveform is modified by pre-
serving that which exceeded a preset ld evel. The removal of the dc offset is accom-
piushed through a cathode follower biased to provide zero output. The net effect is a group
of six signals of increasingL duration and amplitude, each simulating a class of satellite
responses.,

~Null Voltmeter

The systern requires seven, different voltages: 4300, -150, -50, -68, +8, +100, and
+150 volts. Since the unit contains several do amplifies, the voltagd values are critical
and must be kept within one-half of one percent for proper operation. A passive null
balance meter was chosen (see Fig. 38). The meter was designed for two reference levels,
+56 and -5.6 volts. The levels were provided by two IN708 Z ener diodes biased from the
+150 and -150 Volt supplies. It was found that a variation of up to ±15 percent in either of
the two supplies did not measurably affect the level of the respective reference voltage.
A zero center 100-0-00 microampe re meter movement was inserted between the refer-
ence vOtAge and its respective comparison voltage. The positive voltages from the sys-
tern were summed together on a precision resistor Voltage divider. Ratios were chosen
so that each voltage alone would produce exactly 5.6 volts at a tap near the bottom of the
divider, Since each voltAge was related to this tapped point by a fixed constant ratio, a
vriation in any voltage by a fixed percentage would produce a standard deflection on the
meter.

This method was also used for the negative voltages. The meter movement was pro-
tected by bridging the movement with two INIOO germanium diodes, which have a forward
breakdown of 0.2 volt. A variation of t3.5 percent in any voltage level would correspond
to full-scale deflection of the microammeter.

Oscjilosc0pe Switching

The monitor panel was provided with a 24-position switch to which were connected
taps from several monitoring points in the symmetry recognition circuitry, Each line
was equalized in order to require the fewest possible oscilloscope settings, The T2 pulse
provided external synchronization for each position. The monitored functions are listed
in Appendix B.

RESULTS

System Technical Performance

During the period OQctober 30 through November 4, 1961, the installation and checkout
of the Symmetry Recognition I equipment was conducted at San Diego SPASURSTA. The
station personnel were given a brief period of instruction and were provided with a com-
plete set of schematics and block diagrams. Once each day, a SPASURSTA technician

operated the built-in simulator to check the system thresholds. He performed a simple
adjustment if the response patterns on the Sanborn recorder justified a change. Minor
resets of this nature were made after approximately each 200-hour period.
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Shortly after 1000 hours o satisfactory operation, the, delay4ine-readbut circuit per-
formance ,degraded: to the point where the routine check of thresholds could not be con-
tinued. After several phone calls !and' w-hatever spare' time effort that the station perSonhel
could apply, a partial restoration of the delay line readout was accomplished. The resetting
;of thresholds. Was again attempted- but was not entirely satisfactory. Following several
further 'attempts to advise the San Diego personnel 'by telephone, the recommendation to
discontinue operation of the equipment Was made on February 20, 1962. Excellent coopera-
tion was extended by the 'San Diego SPASURSTA personnel, who devoted considerable spare
time attempting to locate and' orrect the, fault.

System Operational Performance

The inst llation of the Symmetry Recognition 1T equipment was ,cmplbeted on Novem-
ber 5 1961. Assuming the adjUstments were, optimum at this time, a period of 10 hours
was arbitrarily selected from the Sanborn record for the folowing day, Novembe r 6,.
Subsequent review of records received 'for the succeeding three Weeks displayed! a per-
formance level which had 'not changed measurably from that on November 6.

Between 0614Z and 1617z on November 6, 53 satellite passes Were Verified by
NAVSPASUIR, Dahigren, Va. After removing responses due to calibration signals and,
radiating satellites, the system performanCe was scored as follows:

Alert Type

A Symmetry Recognition Response to
verified satellite signal 20

B Symmetry Recognition Response to
signals ,not verified as satellites 14

C No Symmetry Recognition Response
to verified satellite signals 33

D No Symmetry Recognition Response
to. nonsatellite signals 39

TOTAL ALERTS 106

It can be seen that 32 percent of all signal alerts were called symmetrical. This is less
than the call rate represented in Figs. 2 and 6 in NRL Report 5665 (Ref. 3). It is very
disturbing to note that for the 53 verified satellite passes, only 20 were recognized 'by the
Symmetry Recognition System U. A further Study into theL reasons for this apparently
poor performance revealed the following categories, and the numbers in each:

Alert Type

C-I Satellites missed by Symmetry because virtually no signal
was apparent in the Sanborn record of the selected agc 25

C-2 Satellites missed by Symmetry because short duration
signal was distorted by the comb-filter switching action 7

C-3 Satellite missed by Symmetry because of a combihation of

rapid-fluctuation (1961 Omicron 14), low-level, and
short-duration of the signal 1

TOTAL TYPE C ALERTS 33
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A study of the 14 Type B alerts, or so-called "false alarms," showed strong symmetry in,
each instance The dharaCteristics observed' in four signals suggest the poss ibility ,that
the responses were due to, a, satellite located outside the, nornmia prediction region for theSan Diego-SPASUISTA. These have been labeled Type B-i. Inevitably, a few responses
due to anomalies, such as overdense meteor trails, will have portions of their signaturest
which display enough symmetry to correspond to a Satellite. These must be classified as,
false a arms, and the ten, of this variety have been designated; as Type B-2.

Figure 39 shows examples of the' Symmetry 11 performance under a wide variety of
operating conditibns. Figure 39(a) is a one-millimeter-per-second Satbon record of a
classical satellite signal with a duration. jist under one second and a normal symmetry
response., The selected agc, a negative-going signaon ihe w, is reproduced at the output
of the delay line two seconds later on line X. Line Y shows the, degree of symmetry
reaching its' maximum ,one second after the peak of the signalenters thelline, as diagrammed
earlier in Fig. . Line Z is the differentiation 'of line Y, helping to define the instant of
slope reversal at the center of the signali and also enhancing the abilit t to, discriminate
against nonsatellite signals. The event pens, show the comb-flter alert pulse on both -'lines

i and 3. A received from the ADDAS equipment, an alert must be 0.2 second or longer
to operate these event markers. Line 2 is the E-1 pulse, enabled by the' alert and operated
by the threshold deitectors in the delay line., "he E-I pulse signifies that the symmetry
comparison process is induced by the presence of some signal in the line, Line 4 is the
PRT-1, the symmetry output decision pulse. Line 5 is the SPASUR time code permitting
correlation with other Systefi records, especially the observations confirmed by NAVSRPA-
SUR. This code is also tabulated in Appendix C.

Figure 39(b) is typical of a low-altitude polar orbit. The PRT-l symmetry response
was given, even though a portion Of the signal was omitted by the comb-filter switch delay.
Figure 39(c)is one type of radiating signal. Note that only one PRT-1 is given, near the
center of the Signal. Figure 39(d) shows a radiating satellite continuing for over 2-1/2
minutes. The PRT4! responses precede the :peak by Oay !0 seconds, and render only six
responses.

Figure 40 shows a B- I type response not reported as a valid observation, but possibly
of satellite origin. Also on Fig. 40 a Tye C-1 case is encountered. A broad, 10-second
signal does not exceed the level of the background noise, and hence cannot be measuredfor symmetry. Figure 41 shows five further examples of Type C-I verified satellites
which evidence no selected agc for numbers 28, 130, 154, 149, and 122. Figure 41(b) aso
includes a nine-evel S PASUR threshold calibration starting at - 136 dbm, then - 39 dbm,
and thereafter descending 1 db each step, On Fig. 41(c) an example of Type C-2 is shown
wherein number 135 is a strong, but short, signal that was sodistortedas to 1ose its sym-
metry, thereby preventing a PRT-1 response, Also of interest are two nearly coincident
meteors, both of which were rejected by symmetry. Note the similarity of these delay
line 1signas with that of satellite 135. Figure 42 is a Type D example of a large meteor
response which was rejected for the lack of symmetry,

CONC LUSIONS

in comparison with the breadboard Symmetry Recognition System reported upon in
NRL Report 5665, the Symmetry Recognition System II technical performance showed
improvements in the sign'alto-noise ratio of the delay-line output. The Imited availabil-
ity of maintenance effort prevented extensive reliability studies, 'but an initial run gave
over 1000 hours of service before the first faiure occurred, thus forecasting a minimum
of repairs. Serviceability was simplified through the monitor facilities and the inter-
changeable plug-in units., Design improvements reduced the space required from four
standard racks to one cabinet and effected a power reduction from 4.5kw down to 1.2kw.
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,In terms of operational performance, the Symmnetiy Recognition ! (SR-u) equipment
achieved the objective for Which it was designted. It measures the degree of symmetry of
signals lying between 0.2 second and' an upper liift of from 5 to 10 seconds and having
peak amplitudes from about -130 dbm to -100. dbm and larger. The equipment reliably
classifies each signal according to the tbreshold imits established by the operator.

Measur-ed in terms of its reliability _n identifying satellites by thei' agc signatures
while discriminating against all nonsatelite signals, the characteristics of the system
supplying the age signal have a determining effect. The original Symmetry Recognition
equipment installed at Ft. Stewart, as reported in NRL Report 5665, recognized 37 percent
of l events. 'Of those events called symmettiical, 10.8 percent were verified satellites,
the latter representitng 90. :percent of all satellites verified for that periods

The SR-11 installation, operating with the narroW-band comb-filter installation in
San Diego, recognized 34 percent of all ailerts. Of these PRT Outputs, 54 percent were
verified satellites, the latter representing 37.8 percent of all satellites verified: for that
period. False alarms were reduced from 89 percent at Ft. Stewart t6 46 percent at San
Diego. While technical i.mprovements in the symmetry recognition equipment favored
the SR-fl performance somewhat at San Diego, the major differences were caused by the
changes in the SPASUR system. A 12-db advantage in the Alert and phase channel sensi-
tivity over the selected group age signal left 47 percent of the verified satellites below
the operating level of the SR-Hf equipmeit, Which is limited by the external noise level to,
about 430 dbm. An additional 13 percent of the verified satellite sigals were sufficiently
distorted by the switching action, of the comb-filter to destroy their symmetry and cause
their rejection. :Of the 40 percent remaning ve-if ied satellites, only one, representig
5 percent of this group, was not recognized.

it appears that the current reliance upon the highly sensitive phase information, the
doppler signals derived from the comb-filter, and the use of triangulation observations
has brought the SPASUR system fperforance to a level that would enjoy little improve-
ment due to the addition of pattern recognition information based upon the group-selected
age.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER
DEVE LOPMENTAL EFFORT

Some consideration should be given to methods of further simplifying and improving

the techniques employed in the Symmetry Recognition H equipment if additional units are
required. For example, by differentiation of the agc at the input, it appears that many
benefits should occur, The amplitude range of low-frequency analog values presented for
storage in the delay line could be extended, and requirements for a dc drift corrector would
undoubtedly be circumvented. A 2:1 increase in time resolution would be necessary in the
delay line to handle the higher frequency components which would result, but this is desir-
able for other reasons cited earlier. In operation, the delay line scanners would' be
resistor-summed to permit mirror images of the differentiated symmetrical signals to
cancel as a measure of symmetry. All differentiated symmetrical signals would cancel
in this manner as they pass the center of the delay line, whereas an unbalance would be
present at all times, except for occasional transients during zero crossings for nonsym -metrical signals. A further benefit would occur in the processing of square-wave calibrate

pulses, which would produce only two spikes having practically zero symmetry.

Some improvement in the operational performance should be obtained by reverting to
the use of the wideband age. This would eliminate the C-2 type of missed satellite dis-
tortion caused by the comb-filter switching action, along with an undetermined bui.small
difference in sensitivty., There appears no reasonable way to obtain a agc signal with
the full sensitivity, and signal-to-noise ratio of the alert system'.
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APPENDIX A

CORRECTION OF GAIN ERRORS AND OFFSET VOLTAGES
DURING SIGNAL INSERTION PROCESS

The insertion driver used to put the signal into the Symmetry Recognition System, 1
delay line, uses the condition that small offsets and gain variations -of a circuit placed within
the feedback loop of an operational amplifier are reduced by the, recipirocal of the ampli-
fier openloop gain. By this, means, the storage cathode-follower errors are mintmized.
In Fig. Al is, shown a untional diagram of the overall error minimization, method'. The
switching used to insort the sequence of cathode followers has been omitted, and it is
assumed ,that the switches Will be closed, long enough so that the de steady state is reached
by the circuit. This holds in practice because the insertion period is greater than 4 milli-
seconds and the time constant of the chargiig circuits is approximately 100 microseconds
So that a settling period for 10 time constants is, 1 millisecond. From Fig. Al,

V 4-ACVBCEX and V k jE.-

Since
E=KE. +Eb, thenEO=[BCs AV]+ Eb or

This may also be written

KBC s +E b fs +Eb/KBC

+ _R _- + AlR
1  .+\2 KBC D

where the .symbols have the following meanings

ES = input signal

Ea = outputt of the amplifier

K = gain of storage cathode follower (K 1)

Eb = bias offset voltage of storage cathode follower
+A = gain of negative input of amplifier

-B = gain of positive input of amplifier

-c = gain of output section of amplifier

V = input voltage to negative input of amplifier.
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Ail, Rg

V

EK

ES~ 4-E

Fig. Al - Insertion driver circuit

The expression ft or E shoWs th~at the bias offset Voltage E'b is reduced: by, the factor
1/,KBC By mpaking KBC very large (severail thousand in a practical case, or, in the limit,
Approaching infinity), then:

In practic Al oprtoa mlfes h anCis maide very large (greater than 1000)an

a *A .So that

E 1+ ( 2 R)~



APPENDIX B

MONITORING FUNCT IONS, ISELECTABLEF

FOR OSCILLOS9COPE PRESENTATION

Selector A R-to Positio Bank
50in 50ator Pi (B~ak o Positi Location f-i

Position* :(Bank No 1) Lcto BakN.2 No.
________ No. 1 _ _ _ _ oj __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 1 Clo6ck Puls e 104, 1190 F2 T 2

2 10jfRaw "gc 10 2,01 11 Preanp agc 1322H1
3 111 Preanip agc 103, 12 1 12 Amp agc 0612 C5

4 13! 99 cc-w 100,j 119 DI, 14 101-cw i"1,19, nD

;5 12: Amrp, gcO 06 15 Dlaly lieot02, 12

'6 16 1st threshold E, 6  13 909 ccw 100,119 D2

7 171 2nd threshold! D 1O, 119,5 14 10 1 cw 1119P
8 1'~ri2d thresholdD1,19118Cnpot 1.19 3

9 12 Athp agc 061Vvent-out E,0

10 201 T+1 l128 21 S/m out ,C 1

1 19Evet olt 'E4 09 20LT1 ~ 1212(8

12 22 T+F 1 23 T' +T 11-33,108

13 4 fT' + 2 1;j, n3c 25 To i3

14 25 1T0 113E 26 013,F

15 27' T1 (F6) - -

16 28 Gnd'

'5NC n 29 A probe
30BBNpob for miscel~an~ous serviqing

~BNJc k 3,1 Sync probeJ _____ ______ 
__

Use 52 X-1 3 BX-2
externally 4 BX-3 5 BX-44
set scope '6 BX-5 7 TBX-6
controls, 8 BX-7 _ _____ 9 BX-8______

*There are Z4 positions on the sel6ector switch.4
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APPENDIX C

KEY TO RECORDINGS OF SELECTED, AGC SIGNALS AND
SYMMETRY RECOGNITION SYSTEM IU RESPONSES

Event Marker Pens

-Pen If Syrmetry Recognition 11 event. This pen may operate from internal thresh-old deision circit, or it may ;be externally controlled. The output is designated AGC-3

when delivered to ADDAS. In all cases presented here, it was externally control led by
the alert p ises of Oi.2-sec length or greater, ,as determined by the ADDAS.

Pen 2: Symmetry Processing Signal, designated E-t to ADAS, resulting from delay
line scanner threshold operation Lbeing "AbNDl gated With the AC 3 event. Its purpose
is to show ADDAS that a signal is being analyzed in the delay ine.

Pen 3: AGC -3 event pulse as received from ADDAS., where it is derived from analert-pulse Which has exceeded' 02-see duration.

PenA:4. PRT'-I response deilivered to ADDAS sig ifying that the signal peak, occurring
one second previ yusly, was symmetrical, having exceeded that value for which the SR-f
is adjusted.

Pen 5: SPASUR time code repeated at 10-sec intervals. Allr recordings were taken
at 1 millimeter per second.

Analog Channel Pens

Pen W: Selected Group AGC provided by the narrowband system group, withi whIch
the alert signal originated. An increasing signal is in the negative, or downward, direction.

Pen X: Delay Line Output, :Signals on W are reproduced: here two seconds later. The
dc level corrector causes a reference level shift on prolonged signals which restores in
about 15 seconds.

Pen Y: Averaged Comparator Outut. This trace measures the degree of Symmetry

about the delay line center,

Pen Z: Differentiation of the signals appearing on Y provides the slope-reversal sig-
nal employed in defining the center of a symmetrical signal and discriminating against
many nonsatellite signals not possessing the rapid slope-reversal.
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